
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 835
They felt that their bodies were kicked and fell apart, much more serious
than being hit by a car!
Even their vision began to blur, their heads tilted, and they passed out
directly.
This movement was not small, and it shocked many people inside.
Lin Ziming walked over, grabbed Tony and John, and directly tore their
clothes apart, then buckled a block of cement from the side wall and began
to write on them.
It is Lin Ziming’s method to treat his body with his own way.
The few foreigners who just happened to be driven out saw this scene, their
eyes widened, and became furious.
Tony and John wanted to struggle, they were raised by Lin Ziming with one
hand, and then shook easily like a pillow. The bones and joints of the whole
body fell apart directly, and there was a sound.
Accompanied by their screams…
The foreigners who had been driven out from the inside saw this scene, their
eyes staring the size of a lantern, and they were completely stunned.
They had never seen such a picture before, especially Lin Ziming still had a
smile on his face, like a spring breeze, which made their scalp numb even
more.
“This Chinese is a devil…”
“Damn the Chinese, dare to attack us, the sin is unforgivable!”
“Who is this Chinese, so courageous, he is desperate!”
“Go and stop him!”
With weapons in their hands, they started rushing towards Lin Ziming, the
first to bear the brunt, with a machete in his hand, and slashed directly at Lin
Ziming’s body.
This is the territory of China. As a foreigner, they dare to kill Chinese
people. This shows how arrogant they are!
And their aura is very fierce, with their natural tall body, if they change to a
general martial artist, encounter this kind of situation, they really have to
drink hate.
It’s a pity that the person they provoke is Lin Ziming, the top master of the
Innate Realm, who has already broken the shackles of mortals, and can be
called a superhero in science fiction movies.
His knife didn’t even hit Lin Ziming, and his whole body flew upside down
like a ball. He flew for more than ten meters. When he fell, he had already
died of breath, and appeared on his chest. He entered a terrifying hole and
looked like he was bombarded by a shell, but it was actually caused by Lin
Ziming’s kick.
It can be seen how terrifying the power of Lin Ziming’s kick is!
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Lin Ziming is not a cruel person, but when it is not necessary, he will not hit
such a heavy hand and kick someone to death.
This group of foreigners has already offended his inverse scales, and he has
no need to show mercy.
Others were stunned when they saw Lin Ziming kick his companion so far
with one kick, and for the first time fear appeared in the eyes of Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming finished kicking his kick without stopping. He still wrote on
Tony and John, but he smiled gently in his mouth, “In our country, there is a
saying that is called to rule by others. His body, this foreign trash, I sent it
back to you.”
A big sharp stone, engraving on them, caused them to die and beg for
mercy.
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